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Abstract
The evaluation and use of patient reported outcome (PRO) measures requires detailed
understanding of the meaning of the outcome of interest. The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) recently presented its draft guidance and view on the use of PRO measures as endpoints in
clinical trials. One section of the guidance document specifically deals with advice about the use of
the minimal important difference (MID) that we redefined as the smallest difference in score in the
outcome of interest that informed patients or informed proxies perceive as important. The advice,
however, is short, indeed much too short. We believe that expanding the section and making it
more specific will benefit all stakeholders: patients, clinicians, other clinical decision makers, those
designing trials and making claims, payers and the FDA.
There is no "gold standard" methodology of estimating the MID or achieving the meaningfulness of
clinical trial results based on patient reported outcomes. There are many methods of estimating
the MID usually grouped into two distinct categories: anchor-based methods, that examine the
relationship between scores on the target instrument and some independent measure, and
distribution-based methods resorting to the statistical characteristics of the obtained scores.
Estimation of an MID and interpretation of clinical trial results that present patient important
outcomes is demanding but vital for informing the decision to recommend approve a given
intervention. Investigators are encouraged to use reliable and valid methods to achieve
meaningfulness of their results, preferably those that rely on patients to estimate what constitutes
a minimal important, small, moderate, or large difference. However, acquiring the meaningfulness
of PRO measures transcends beyond a concept of the MID and we advocate that dichotomizing
the scores of patient-reported outcome measures facilitate interpretability of clinical trial results
for those who need to understand trial results after a labelling claim has been granted. Irrespective
of the strategy investigators use to estimate these values, from the individual patient perspective it
is much more relevant if investigators report both the estimated thresholds and the proportion of
patients achieving that benefit.
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Background
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) presents its
draft guidance and its view on the use of patient-reported
outcome (PRO) measures as endpoints in clinical trials in
this issue of Health and Quality of Life Outcomes [1]. It
includes information on how sponsors could use study
results based on these measures to support claims in their
product labelling that carries important implications for
study design and interpretation of the findings [1]. The
advice, however, is short, indeed we believe much too
short.
The evaluation and use of PRO measures requires detailed
understanding of the meaning of the outcome of interest.
Achieving this understanding presents a considerable
challenge even for seemingly straightforward dichoto-
mous outcomes such as stroke, myocardial infarction, or
death [2,3]. The complexity increases with the realization
that no binary outcome is truly unambiguous: deaths can
be painful or painless, strokes can be mild or severe, and
myocardial infarctions can be large and complicated or
small and uncomplicated. The way the investigators
present the results of clinical trials also influences clini-
cians' willingness to undertake a specific action [4-7]. This
problem becomes even more complex when one consid-
ers that different patients may place a different value on a
particular benefit (inter-individual variation) or even the
same patient may place a different value on the same ben-
efit (intra-individual variation), depending on the circum-
stances. These difficulties occur despite the ease with
which one can generally communicate an event such as
stroke or death.
The challenges increase further, when one faces PRO
scores expressed in unfamiliar ordinal or continuous
scales. Even those familiar with the concept of PRO or
health related quality of life (HRQL) assessment generally
have no intuitive notion of the significance of a change in
score of a particular magnitude on most instruments that
investigators use to measure the severity of outcomes such
as stroke or myocardial infarction.
Therefore, one can frame the problem as an issue of inter-
pretability: what changes in score correspond to trivial,
small, moderate, or large patient benefit or harm [8].
The FDA guidance dedicates section IV.C.4 (Choice of
Methods for Interpretation) to this particular issue and
describes "some of the methods that have helped spon-
sors and the FDA interpret clinical trial results based on
PRO endpoints". We believe that expanding this section
and making it more specific will benefit all stakeholders:
patients, clinicians, other clinical decision makers, those
designing trials and making claims, payers and the FDA.
Discussion
The Authors of the guidance focused their attention on the
minimal important difference (MID). Therefore, we will
centre our attention on 4 questions related to the MID: 1)
what is the MID; 2) why is the MID important; 3) how to
estimate the MID; and 4) when the MID is the proper
approach to claiming efficacy and how can it be used by
clinicians to understand claims based on clinical trials
using PRO measures. Acquiring the meaningfulness of
PRO measures transcends beyond a concept of the MID,
so we will supplement the discussion about questions 3
and 4 with a consideration on other related approaches
investigators used to achieve interpretability of PRO
instruments.
To place the interpretation of PRO measure scores in con-
text, before we address the specific issues, we suggest, that
the reader conceptualizes these scores as any continuous
(e.g. visual analogue pain scale, height) or discrete, in par-
ticular ordinal (e.g. stage 1 through stage 4 cancer, severity
of pain: none, mild, moderate, severe) variable. It may
also be helpful to visualize the PRO score as a surrogate
outcome measure that needs some "mapping" into
another meaningful, patient-important outcome in order
to gain interpretability.
What is the minimal important difference?
Definition
The FDA document does not provide a sensu stricto defini-
tion of the MID obtained with a PRO measure and con-
fines itself to the notion of "meaningful change" or "effect
that might be considered important" [1]. We suggested
that the MID be the smallest difference in score in the out-
come of interest that informed patients or informed prox-
ies perceive as important, either beneficial or harmful,
and that would lead the patient or clinician to consider a
change in the management [9,10].
We place a greater weight on the preferences of informed
patients than of informed proxies (including clinicians) in
determining the MID. We should consider the MID esti-
mates of informed proxies only if informed patients can-
not make decisions about the management of their
disease or if patients prefer informed proxies, including
clinicians, to make these decisions. It is also important to
bear in mind that any change in management will depend
on the associated downsides, including harm, cost and
inconvenience.
Implications
This definition of the MID precludes making its estimates
for outcomes that are remote from those important, in
themselves, to patients, such as spirometry or laboratory
exercise capacity. It also suggests that only if one had rea-
son to question the reliability or accuracy of data fromHealth and Quality of Life Outcomes 2006, 4:69 http://www.hqlo.com/content/4/1/69
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patients would one rely on proxies to provide estimates of
the MID. If one accepts that PRO measurement must be
fundamentally patient-important, the first choice for
establishing the MID should be a patient-based approach.
Relative to patients, clinicians may overemphasize treat-
ment effects [11] and agreement between patients and
proxies in rating the PROs is far from perfect [12-15]. To
be maximally informative, representative samples of
informed patients or if necessary their proxies should pro-
vide estimates of the MID.
Why do we need a MID?
There are several reasons for which the concept of MID
seems useful and investigators should derive it from
patients. First, it appears easily understood by clinicians
and investigators as a key concept when one considers the
problem of interpretability of PRO scores. Second, it
emphasizes the primacy of the patient's perspective and
implicitly links that perspective to that of the interpreta-
tion by clinicians. Third, the choice of what constitutes a
MID will inform judgments about the successfulness of an
intervention. Fourth, it helps estimating the required sam-
ple size of clinical trials, and the very design of these stud-
ies. Fifth, an individual patient achieving the score equal
or greater than the MID might be considered a beneficiary
of the intervention, what would lead to the definition of a
responder, as the authors of the guidance suggested. How-
ever, one should be cautious as it is certain that the MID
varies across patients and possibly also across patient
groups [16]. Since the MIDs are usually derived from the
groups of patients, the description of responders based on
the MID should be used with great care and with full dis-
closure to readers how it was obtained.
How does one estimate the MID?
Unfortunately, there is no "gold standard" methodology
of achieving the meaningfulness of PRO scores, estimat-
ing the MID, or interpreting these scores. This is part of the
reason why interpreting PRO measures is indeed a
demanding task. A possible and widely used technique
would be to approach a group of experts and ask them
whether the particular PRO score looks like a reasonable
measure of what is important to patients, as they perceive
it. This technique may be termed analogous to face valid-
ity. However, as described above this approach is based
solely on the opinion of experts, and because the experts'
perception of what is important to patients tends not to
mirror what in fact it is [11,15], this method must he
regarded as a weak means to establish a score that would
represent the MID for patients. Fortunately, less medico-
centric techniques are available, although none of them is
perfect. The authors of the FDA guidance name four exam-
ples of derivation of the MID: "mapping changes in PRO
scores to clinically relevant and important changes in
non-PRO measures of treatment outcome", "mapping
changes in PRO scores to other PRO scores", "using an
empirical rule", and "using a distribution-based
approach". We think the users of the guidance would ben-
efit from some explanation added to this presentation by
giving specific examples or descriptions.
Patient versus population perspective
An important issue in shaping the interpretability of a
PRO score is whether one makes inferences about patient
important change with respect to individuals or popula-
tions [17]. One frequently distinguishes between the sig-
nificance of a particular change in score in an individual
patient and a change of the same magnitude in the mean
score of a group of patients [18]. From the point of view
of the individual, a worthwhile change may be the one
that results in a meaningful reduction in symptoms or
improvement in function. In contrast, a change in mean
score of a magnitude that would be trivial in an individual
(e.g., 2 mm Hg reduction in blood pressure), may trans-
late into a large number of benefiting patients in a popu-
lation (e.g. reduced strokes).
There are two reasons for this difference in interpretation.
First, one might consider particular change in score (e.g. 2
mm Hg in blood pressure) in an individual trivial, that is
within the error of measurement. In this sense, the change
is trivial because one does not believe it is real. On the
contrary, relatively modest improvements at the individ-
ual level may be rated as important when considered at
the group level. The second reason for the distinction
between interpretation of individual and group differ-
ences is that not every individual in the population does
experience the same change in outcome – even groups
with negligible mean changes in PRO scores (or any out-
come expressed as a mean score) are likely to contain indi-
vidual patients whose improvement is noteworthy and
leads to a reduced stroke risk [19]. From the group per-
spective individual variability is considered random vari-
ation associated with a measurement error. Therefore,
from the individual patient perspective this very variabil-
ity in individual response highlights the fundamental
deficiency of summarizing treatment effects as a differ-
ence in means. Let us assume there is a threshold below
which any change in status has no important conse-
quences for the patient (i.e. the MID), and mean change
in a group is below that threshold. If the distribution of
change with treatment is narrow, it is possible that no
patient will achieve an important benefit with treatment.
On the other hand, if the distribution of change is large, it
is likely that a substantial number of patients may achieve
a benefit.
Inferences at the group or population level are likely to be
informative with respect to the decisions regarding health
care policy and inferences at the level of an individual areHealth and Quality of Life Outcomes 2006, 4:69 http://www.hqlo.com/content/4/1/69
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most relevant to the decisions concerning the manage-
ment of individual patients.
Regardless of the chosen perspective, investigators have
used two easily separable strategies to achieve an under-
standing of the meaning of scores of a given instrument
[18]. The first relies on anchor-based methods and exam-
ines the relationship between scores on the target instru-
ment (the instrument for which interpretation is in
question) and some independent measure, termed an
anchor. The FDA guidance refers to this strategy as "map-
ping". The second strategy is based on the statistical char-
acteristics of the obtained PRO scores and is termed
distribution-based. These later methods differ from
anchor-based approaches in that they interpret results in
terms of the relation between the magnitude of effect and
some measure of variability in results.
For an in-depth review of these methods we refer the
Readers to the work by Crosby [20] and Guyatt [17].
Herein we will present only the most general aspects of
anchor- or distribution-based approaches.
Anchor-based approaches to estimating a meaningful change in PRO 
measure
Anchor-based methods compare PRO measures to an
anchor that is itself interpretable, i.e. has a known rele-
vance to patients. For example, a global rating of change
[21-24], status on an important and easily understood
measure of function [25], the presence of symptoms [26],
mean scores of patients with a particular diagnosis [27-
30], disease severity [31], response to treatment [31,32],
or the prognosis of future events such as mortality
[26,33,34], job loss [26,35,36] or health care utilization
[37] can provide a useful anchor. Anchor-based methods
require at least moderate correlation of the change on the
anchor with the change on the target instrument.
One can subclassify anchor-based approaches into those
that solve the interpretability problem in a single step –
presenting population differences in status on multiple
anchors – which one may call a population-focused
approach, and those, that require two separate steps – first
establishing the MID and then examining the proportion
of patients who achieved the MID – which one may call
an individual-focused approach.
The population-focused approach classifies patients in
terms of the population to which they belong and is anal-
ogous to establishing construct validity, in that multiple
anchors are generally required. In contrast, the individual
patient-focused strategy tends to focus on a single anchor
that is usually designed to establish a MID, but not neces-
sarily so. This approach is analogous to criterion validity.
Those taking the individual patient-based approach usu-
ally attempt to identify a threshold between a change in
score that is trivial and a change that is important (i.e. the
MID). Those taking the population-based approach most
commonly avoid identifying such a threshold, but offer
relationships between target measure and multiple
anchors instead, implicitly acknowledging that the thresh-
old may vary, depending on the population under study
and the range and severity of the problems being meas-
ured by the PRO instrument in question.
Having chosen a single-anchor approach, investigators
may use alternative analytic strategies that will lead to dif-
ferent estimates of the MID [38]. The simplest and so far
most widely used approach is to specify a result or a range
of anchor instrument results that correspond to the MID
and calculate the target score matching that value. The
commonly used alternative is the use of receiver operating
characteristic curves adopted from diagnostic testing [39-
41]. This strategy classifies each patient according to the
anchor instrument as experiencing an important change
or not experiencing such a change. Investigators then test
a series of cut-off points to determine the number of mis-
classifications. These misclassifications correspond to
false-positive results (patients mistakenly categorized as
changed) and false-negative results (patients mistakenly
categorized as unchanged). The optimal cut-off point will
minimize the number of misclassifications.
Distribution-based approaches to estimating a meaningful change in 
PRO score
Distribution-based methods interpret results in terms of
the relation between the magnitude of effect and some
measure of variability in results. Three categories of distri-
bution-based approaches can be recognized [20]. The first
approach depends on statistical significance and rates the
score change in relation to the probability that this change
is a result of a random variation of scores. Paired t-statistic
[42] and growth curve analysis [43] are the examples. A
second approach evaluates the score change in relation to
sample variation: baseline standard deviation of patients
[44,45], variation of change scores [24], and variation of
change scores in a stable group [46]. The third approach
evaluates the score change in relation to measurement
precision. Examples include standard error of the mean
[47] and a reliable change index [48]. As a measure of var-
iability, investigators may choose between-patient varia-
bility (for example, the standard deviation of patients at
baseline) or within-patient variability (for example, the
standard deviation of change in the PRO that patients
experienced during a study).
The most widely used distribution-based method is the
between-person standard deviation, often referred to as
effect size [44,45]. The group from which it is drawn isHealth and Quality of Life Outcomes 2006, 4:69 http://www.hqlo.com/content/4/1/69
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typically the control group at baseline or the pooled
standard deviation of the experimental and control
groups at baseline. Cohen [44] provided a rough rule of
thumb to interpret the magnitude of the effect sizes.
Changes in the range of 0.2 standard deviation units rep-
resent small changes, 0.5 – moderate changes, and 0.8 –
large changes. Some recent empirical studies suggest that
Cohen's guideline may in fact be generally applicable
[49], but other authors propose that the MID is in the
range of 0.2 to 0.5 standard deviation unit [50] or corre-
sponds with an effect size of 0.5 [51,52].
The advantage of distribution-based methods is that the
values are easy to generate in contrast with the work
needed to generate an anchor-based interpretation. These
methods have two basic limitations: estimates of variabil-
ity differ from study to study and there is no intuitive
meaning of the effect size (standard deviation units).
How does the MID help to make sense of the results of 
clinical trials?
Describing the choice of the methods for interpretation of
PRO instruments the authors of the FDA guidance
addressed only the issue of deriving the MID leaving the
issue of the very interpretation of clinical trial results
based on these instruments unanswered. We have advo-
cated that dichotomizing the results of a PRO measure
facilitates interpretation of the clinical trial utilizing
HRQL instruments [53,54]. Considering the above
described approaches to achieve meaningfulness of PRO
scores it is evident that one does not have to estimate the
MID to grasp the meaning of particular scores.
Dichotomizing the distribution of scores
We have argued that one possibility is the use of intuitive
thresholds to interpret PRO scores. To facilitate interpret-
ability of clinical trial results, researchers can report
thresholds that either refer to an absolute score (e.g. one
can consider patients above a certain score as having
achieved the outcome) or a change in score (e.g. one can
consider patients' PRO measure as having improved or
deteriorated if they achieve a certain change in score). For
the absolute score, while interpreting the results of a trial,
one could consider the proportion of patients who
achieve a given mean score for which anchors exist before
and after an intervention. For the change score approach,
one could consider the proportion of patients who have
changed by a certain score, for instance of 10. Researchers
may report the results as a categorized distribution of the
proportion of patients who achieved certain improve-
ment in PRO measure. We also argued that using the
example of the SF-36 instrument from the Medical Out-
comes Study [55], the proportion of patients who are able,
according to scores on the Physical Function scale (range
0–100), to walk a distance of one block (approximately
100 meters) without difficulty would be 32% for a score
of 40, 50% for a score of 50, and 79% for a score of 60.
Increasing the score from 40 to 50 indicates that 18%
more people state that they can walk without serious lim-
itations, and increasing it from 50 to 60 – that 29% more
can walk one block, etc. From the group perspective, one
could interpret a score of 50 as corresponding to approxi-
mately 50% of patients being able to walk one block.
From an individual patient perspective, a score of 50 indi-
cates a 50% chance that the patient is able to walk one
block. If an intervention improved this score to 60, there
would now be a 79% chance, or a 29% increase, of this
patient's ability to walk one block. This interpretation is
based on the assumption that the patient has similar char-
acteristics to the population from whom these values are
obtained.
Interpretation aids
Another example for the use of content-based interpreta-
tion of PRO measures is the construction of interpretation
aids. Valderas et al. applied a specific model of item
response theory (IRT) to an instrument measuring per-
ceived visual function, the Visual Function Index (VF-14)
[56]. This instrument asks respondents to rate the difficul-
ties they have with their vision during performance of 14
everyday activities. Valderas et al. developed simple inter-
pretation aids, that may facilitate the understanding of a
particular score. The items were ordered according to their
difficulty and used in the construction of a 'ruler' aid. This
aid indicates the expected performance of an average
patient with a given score. The authors have chosen a VF-
14 score at which 50% of respondents have no difficulty
performing a given task. For instance, a score of 97 indi-
cates that 50% of respondents can drive without difficulty
at night in regard to their visual function. A score of 75
indicates that 50% of respondents have no difficulty read-
ing small print, 48 – watching TV and seeing steps, 36 –
recognizing people when they are close, etc. Obviously,
the authors could have chosen a score at which any other
proportion of respondents has no difficulty performing a
given task, but using a cut-off of 50% simplifies interpre-
tation because it implies a 1 to 1 chance. This method of
developing interpretation aids could be applied to many
other PRO instruments. The important contribution of
interpretation aids developed utilizing the IRT is that it
informs clinicians and patients what performance they
can expect based on a score on a multi-item instrument.
The MID
Irrespective of the strategy used to estimate the MID, from
the individual patient point of view it is relevant to
present the clinical trial results as the proportion of
patients achieving a particular benefit (e.g. a MID, or any
other value for that matter, be it a small, moderate, or
large difference), instead of reporting only a mean differ-Health and Quality of Life Outcomes 2006, 4:69 http://www.hqlo.com/content/4/1/69
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ence. To calculate the proportion who achieved a MID,
one must consider not only the difference between groups
in those who achieve that improvement but also the dif-
ference between groups in those who deteriorate by the
same amount. These differences can also be transformed
into a number needed to treat required to achieve an MID
in one patient after a given time period.
Conclusion
Estimation of an MID and interpretation of clinical trial
results that present patient important outcomes is as
demanding as it is vital in informing the decision to rec-
ommend or not to recommend or approve a given inter-
vention. Investigators should be encouraged to use
reliable and valid methods to achieve meaningfulness of
their results, preferably those that rely on patients to esti-
mate the MID. Ideally, the different approaches to esti-
mating the MID will produce similar results. If they do
not, this should be explicitly labelled. The FDA will have
to provide more specific guidance than what is offered in
the current document as to which methods and
approaches are preferred. Clinical investigators will bene-
fit from such advice, since it will let them avoid designing
or selecting approaches that are likely not to be valid and,
therefore, not accepted by the regulators. We hope that
patient-based approaches will prevail as the perspective of
the patients or their informed proxies for conditions that
render patient decisions difficult (e.g. end of life deci-
sions). At a minimum all approaches should be patient-
driven and involve scenarios and vignettes, but not solely
a clinician's judgment. We agree with the authors of the
parallel comment that demonstrating responsiveness is a
key component of demonstrating appropriate measure-
ment properties an instrument [57]. We believe the MID
of a generic instrument, however, should not vary by pop-
ulation and context because it questions the use of the
PRO measure as a generic instrument [9]. In regards to
reporting of PRO measures it is advisable that investiga-
tors report the proportion of patients achieving that ben-
efit.
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